
 

PAULA DEEN'S SLIPPERY SLOPE 
Loses TV Show and Endorsement Deal 
Over Admitting to using Ethnic Slurs 

  
Celebrity Chef, Paula Deen, continues to lose 
many of her endorsements after admitting to 
using racial slurs in the past. Paula has been 
fired from the Food Network and QVC, and now 
major pork company Smithfield said in a 
statement to celebrity news site TMZ. 
 
Until Monday, June 24, 2013, the 66-year-old 
had a line of hams with the pork products 
company called the Paula Deen Collection.  
 
Smithfield told the news site: “Smithfield 
condemns the use of offensive and 
discriminatory language and behavior of any 

kind…Smithfield is determined to be an ethical food industry leader and it is important 
that our values and those of our spokespeople are properly aligned.” 
 
Deen has made many public apologies to fans, colleagues, the public and her family, but 
seemingly to no avail.  
 
While strategic alliances, or partnerships, are often a 'win-win,' there sometimes comes a 
time when one party's 'baggage' outweighs the other partner's benefit. Such appears to be 
the case with Paula's TV show and her sausage product alliance.  
 
 Commenting on the Paula Deen debacle and strategic marketing/partnerships in general, 
is Marsha Wright, an internationally recognized expert on strategic alliances as well as a 
respected business woman.  
 
During your interview Marsha Wright comments on the Paula Deen issue addressing key 
questions including: Why are The Food Network, QVC and Smithfield abandoning ship? 
What is the reason brands get their hands burned when doing these deals? How can 
brands that offer celebrity deals avoid these mishaps? What should the publicists of these 
stars do to prepare their clients for the demands of being a walking banner ad? Why 
Deen's fans have turned The Food Network into the bad guy? Wright also shares similar 
horror stories for brands that get it wrong. 
 
 What exactly is a strategic alliance?  
 



During your Talk Show interview with Marketing & Strategic Alliance expert Marsha 
Wright, she can explain, "A strategic alliance is the joining for profit or other beneficial 
gain of two parties whether for increased revenue, marketing, brand positioning or 
leveraging opportunities that only an strategic alliance can make happen”. 
 
According to Marsha, that anywhere you look, from Kimye to Samsung, Microsoft to 
Facebook, Netflix to Twitter, there are strategic alliances taking place daily that affect the 
way the world works and fires up the publicity engine causing spikes in revenue, stock 
prices and multimillion dollar endorsement deals.  
 
Marsha is a TV business expert, serial-entrepreneur and host of the ‘Leveraging Strategic 
Alliances Global Summit.' On strategic alliances, says Wright, “Companies and even 
music artist are accelerating revenue generation with unusual connections, in order to win 
in the ‘engagement war’ with the buying public." 
 
Marsha added, "Some strategic alliances are doomed to fail as the parties are just not 
sufficiently bought in to the real desires of their confederate, due to trust issues or 
outright lack of foresight to the post launch announcements”. 
 
“The positives of strategic alliances that are formed properly," says Wright, “are endless, 
and mostly without hefty financial investment on the front end for small businesses. The 
payoff is more exposure, more profit faster – and that helps company cash flow and 
ultimately the economy immensely”. 
 
Wright’s new book ‘The Secret Collaborative Economy’ is set to hit Amazon in July 
2013.  It describes in detail what tangible benefits small businesses and corporations can 
gain from creating an established Strategic Alliance Department; and working through 
this department for holistic business success from sales to recruiting great people.  
 
In addition to giving strategic alliance advice for businesses, Marsha can also talk about 
strategies for Leveraging Strategic Alliances in personal life to get hired, to improve 
social media, to boost household income, to organize a family function or to even meet 
celebrities. 
 
 
ABOUT MARSHA WRIGHT... 
 

Marsha Wright is an acclaimed TV Business Expert, 
International #1 Bestselling Author, Serial-
Entrepreneur, Syndicated Columnist and prolific 
Business Speaker with her own business portfolio 
spread globally in numerous industries. 
 
Famed for her British no-nonsense approach, she's a 
mastermind with exceptional and intriguing insights on 
income generation, asset attraction, building net-worth, 



sales & marketing strategy and brand-positioning; which are sought out by multi-
millionaire entrepreneurs, CEO’s, leaders, executives and affluent clients all over the 
world. 
 
Her media appearances have exposed her message to over 7 million people, and her reach 
exceeds 40 countries. 
 
Wright’s early life is a sharp contrast to her latter successes. Despite being a high school 
dropout, she has a particularly inspiring rags-to-riches story.  Her early teens were spent 
living in children’s group  homes but that didn’t stop her veracious appetite for 
significance and success. 
 
A complete life turnaround took place in her mid-teens after meeting her first mentor. 
 She became a young entrepreneur starting her first business at 17, and since has built and 
acquired an impressive portfolio of brands. Not stopping there, she has always placed a 
high priority in ‘giving back’ and has invested in the success of over 1,000 business 
owners who have been mentored by her and her companies. 
 
Her interests as a serial entrepreneur include a high-end consulting firm Dew Point 
IEMC™, a business mentorship organization Tycoon Inc., a media & publishing 
company CNOW Media & Publishing International, Opes Kaufmann Equity, Investment 
& Acquisitions  an investment firm, and additional ventures and brands in the restaurant, 
software, logistics and business services sectors. 
 
She has an impressive range of finely tuned skills have been honed and utilized by highly 
discerning clients the world over; with notable specializations and disciplines in: 
 

• Leveraging Strategic Alliances™ 
• Increasing Profits    
• Sales and Marketing Strategy 
• Developing and Maximizing Distribution Channels 
• Entrepreneurship within Organizations & Leadership Development 
• Problem Solving  
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